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l .  Orientat ion

Functional linguistics in concerned with ex-
plaining language in relation to how it is
used - an explanation which ultimately dep-
ends on the development of a model of lan-
guage in tandem with a model of social con-
text so that one informs the other in relation
to this enterprise. It is probably most appro-
priate to use the term functional socioling-
uistics for research in which a functional
model of language is strongly implicated in
the design of a model of the social. For this
entry we will concentrate on one model of
this kind, systemic functional linguistics
(hereafter SFL) as developed around the
thinking of M A K Halliday over the past 50
years.

This functional model has been used to
study social variation according to both the
uses and users of language (Halliday et al.
1964).In section 2 below we focus on uses of
language, as explored through the develop-
ment of register and genre theory. In section
3, we focus on users from the perspective of
semantic variation and coding orientation.
The strength of SFL in relation to both these
bodies of work derives from its orientation
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to meaning in discourse, for which it has de-
veloped a extensive range of analytical
tools for handling intonation (e.g. Halli-
day 1967, & check for Greaves & Halliday
ref?), grammar (e.g. Halliday 1994, Mat-
thiessen 1995) and discourse semantics (e.g.
Hal l iday & Hasan l976,MarLin 1992, Hal l i -
day & Matthiessen 1999). Recently the
model has been heavily involved in multimo-
dal discourse analysis, further expanding its
resources (e.g. Kress & van Leeuwen 1996,
O'Toole 1994 on images, van Leeuwen 1999
on sound and music.  Mart inec 1998 on ac-
tion; Martin and Rose, 2003).

2. Uses of language
(register & genre)

SFL interest in uses of language stems from
J R Firth's concern with context of situation
as a level of analysis and his reservations
about describing language itself in terms
that generalise across contexts of use (Firth
1957). Mitchell's classic Firthian account of
the language of the Moroccan marketplace
(1957) laid the ground for later work by vari-
ous scholars. The most influential models
were those of Hal l iday et al .  (1964),  Gregory
(1967) and Ure & Ellis (1977). A range of
terminology is outlined in Table l, including
subsequent accounts by Halliday and Faw-
cett .

Of these models Halliday's 1978 frame-
work has been the most widely deployed.
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Tab. 12.l: Some alternative SFL models of context

Hal l i -
day et al
1964

Gre-
gory
t967

Ure &
El l is
t977

Hal l i -
day
1918

Fawcet
r 980

f ield field field field subject
matter

mode mode mode mode channel

style perso-
nal te-
no r

forma-
lity

tenor relati-
onship
purpose

functio-
nal te-
nor

role prag-
matic
purpose

The term tenor is taken over from Gregory
in place of style and three variables are pre-
ferred to four (cf. Gregory 1995, Gregory &
Carro l l  1978).  Hal l iday character ises f ie ld,
tenor  and mode as fo l lows:

FrEro-- the social action: 'what is actually taking
place '
refers to what is happening, to the nature of the
social action that is taking place: what is it that
the participants are engaged in, in which the lan-
guage f igures as some essent ia l  component :

TENon the role structure: 'who is taking part'
refers to who is taking part, to the nature of the
participants, their statuses and roles: what kinds
of role relationship obtain among the partici-
pants, including permanent and temporary rela-
tionships of one kind or another, both the types of
speech role that they are taking on in the dialogue
and the whole cluster of socially significant rela-
tionships in which they are involved;

Moon- the symbolic organisation: 'what role lan-
guage is playing'
refers to what part language is playing, what is it
that the participants are expecting the language to
do for them in the situation: the symbolic organi-
sation of the text. the status that it has. and its
function in the context, including the channel (is
it spoken or written or some combination of the
two?) and also the rhetorical mode, what is being
achieved by the text in terms of such categones
as persuasive, expository, didactic, and the l ike.
[Hall iday & Hasan 1985a: 12]

r2l

Although developed independently of work
on the internal organisation of language, the
main attraction of the field, tenor and mode
model has been the way in which it meshes
with the functional organisation of re-
sources for construing meaning in language.
These functional regions are referred to by
Halliday as metafunctions, comprising idea-
tional, interpersonal and textual resources.
Ideational resources naturalise our lin-
guistic perception of processes and the par-
ticipants that engage in them (Halliday &
Matthiessen 1999);  interpersonal resources
negotiate our social relations (Eggins &
Slade 1997);  and textual resources package
information in ways that make it coherent
and relevant (Martin 1992). Research across
languages (Caffarel et al. in press) and mo-
dal i t ies (e. g.  Kress & van Leeuwen 1996) has
strongly confirmed the generality of meta-
functions as a resource for mapping mean-
ing. A gloss on the functionality of organi-
sation of this kind is outlined inTable 12.2.

By the late 60s it had become obvious that
this intrinsic functionality could be mapped
onto contextual variables, with ideational
meaning implicating field, interpersonal
meaning tenor and textual meaning mode
(Halliday 1974). These proportions are out-
l ined in Fig. 12.1, with the smal ler c irc le re-
presenting language, and the larger circle re-
presenting social context as realised through
language - and both levels organised by me-
tafunct ion. In SFL models of this kind, the
intrinsic functional organisation of langua-
ge thus motivates the organisation of social
context, which in turn explains the shape of
language in relation to the generalised social
functions it serves (Martin l99l).

Inspired by Hal l iday's 1978 concept ion of
language as a social semiotic, researchers
have investigated field, mode and tenor va-
riables in relation to their realisation in
language. Some of the best developed work
on field is on the discourse of science (Halli-

Tab. 12.2: Generalised regions of meaning and their function

METAFUNCTION

IDEATIONA L (logical, experiential)

INTERPERSONAL

TEXTUAL

'reality construed'

naturalised reality

social reality

semiotic reality

'perspective

(observer)

(intruder)

(relevance)
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fourth contextual variable in Table 12.1.
(functional tenor, role, pragmatic purpose),
which was difficult to associate with any one
metafunction and so has tended to be elided
from models mapping intrinsic functionality
onto context. Martin's suggestion was to
add a level of genre to the model, realised
through recurrent configurations of field,
mode and tenor selections - realised in turn
through ideational, textual and interperson-
al meanings. This extended model is out-
lined in Fig. 12.2, which uses register as the
name of the level of context comprising
field, tenor and mode.

Lemke's (e. g. 1995) work on metaredundan-
cy usefully captures the nature of the realisa-
tion relationship between levels with regi-
ster accounting for patterns of linguistic
patterns, and genre dealing with patterns of
register patterns (of linguistic patterns).
Theoretically speaking then, genre in a mo-
del of this kind is a high level configuration
of meanings responsible for describing the
ways in which a culture goes about combi-
ning field, mode and tenor and phasing
them together in discourse. As a working de-
finition, for literacy programs in schools,
genres were characterised as staged goal-ori-
ented social processes - (i) staged because it
usually takes us more than one phase of
meaning to work through a genre, (ii) goal-
oriented because unfolding phases are desi-
gned to accomplish something and we feel a
sense of frustration or incompleteness if
we're stopped and (iii) social because we un-
dertake genres interactively with others.

Ventola (1987) applies this model to ser-
vice encounters in Australia. Eggins & Slade

day & Mart in 1993, Mart in & Veel 1998),
and has explored some of Martin's (1992)
suggestions about mapping field as a set of
activity sequences oriented to some global
institution's purpose alongside focussing on
the taxonomies of part ic ipants engaged in
these activities. A number of other fields in
the workplace and school are explored from
this perspective in Christie & Martin (1997).
For mode, differences between spoken and
written language have been a central focus
(Hal l iday 1985).  In this work Hal l iday's no-
tion of grammatical metaphor as a resource
for texturing information flow has been cri-
tical (Halliday & Matthiessen 1999, Martin
1993).  For tenor,  Poynton's (1985) perspect i-
ves on power, solidarity and affect have in-
spired important work on intersubjective re-
lations in casual conversation (Eggins &
Slade 1997). More recently affect has been
elaborated as a resource for exploring soli-
dar i ty (e.g. Mart in 2000 on appraisal) .  A
useful introduction to the research metho-
dology deployed in these and related studies
is provided in Unsworth (2000); Ghadessy
(1993, 1999) provide useful  col lect ions of
papers, including important theory focussed
articles by Halliday, Hasan, Martin and
Matthiessen.

The main elaboration of the model out-
lined in Fig. I has to do with the interpre-
tation of genre in Australian research under-
taken by Martin and his colleagues (e. g.
Mart in 1985,1992, Ventola 1987, Christ ie &
Martin 1997) - work best known through its
application in genre-based literacy pro-
grams (Christie 1999, Cope & Kalantzis
1993, Hasan & Wil l iams 1996).  As reviewed
in Martin (1999) this work attended to the
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Abb. 12.2: Language in relation to register and genre

(1997) deal with gossip and narrative tn
casual conversation. Christie & Martin (1999)
include applications of the model to class-
room interaction, to school science, history
and English, and to science industry, admin-
istration and the media. For alternative per-
spectives on genre in relation to field, tenor
and mode as out l ined in Fig. l ,  see Hasan
(1995, 1996,1999),  Leckie-Tarry (1995);  for
work on genre in related paradigms, see Hy-
land (2002).

3. Users of language (semantic
variation)

Variation between users of language has
largely been addressed in terms of relations
between the social positioning of users and
their linguistic interactions in relation to
discourses in powerful institutional sites.
Over the last four decades SFL has engaged
in dialogue with theories of social trans-
mission, reproduction and change, particu-
larly Bernstein's coding orientation theory.
Additionally, recent work has explored lin-
guistic problems brought into focus by his
model of the pedagogic device (Bernstein
1990, 1996) and his recent description of
knowledge structures and their disciplinary
distr ibut ions (1996. 1999. 2001).

register/ metaredundancy
(realisation)

language

The theoretical principles on which a
metadialogue of this kind can be carried out
are outlined in Hasan (1999). She distin-
guishes endotropic theories, those which
'are centred onto their own object of study,
isolating it from everything else', from exot-
ropic theories.

By contrast, an exotropic theory is not confined
within the bounds of its object of study. Rather, it
is cosmoramic, typically embedding its central
problematic in a context where the processes of its
maintenance and exchange originate in its inter-
action with other universes of experience. ... the
gaze ofthe exotropic theory is relational: its prob-
lematic is at the centre of different kinds of pro-
cesses, and there thus exists a greater chance for
reciprocal engagement amongst them (Hasan,
1999:1  3)

The gaze of SFL is designed to be relational
in this sense, since it is a theory of language
as social semiotic, and in work on semantic
variation the particular problematic is re-
lations between social structure, its structur-
ing effects on the habitual ways of meaning
of users and 'official' discourses. Bernstein
comments:

What we are asking here is how the distribution of
power and the principles of control are transform-
ed, at the level ofthe subject, into different, invidi-
ously related, organising principles, in such a way
as both to position subjects and to create the

123
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possibi l i ty of  changes in such posit ioning. The
broad answer given this thesis is that class re-
lations generate, distribute. reproduce, and legit-
imate distinctive forms of communication. which
transmit dominant and dominated codes. and that
subjects are differentially positioned by these
codes in the process of acquiring them.

The linguistic problem has been to find ways
of discr ibing language use in everyday con-
texts which would enable linguists to test
Bernstein's claims. His own initial predic-
t ions of the dist inguishing l inguist ic features
of different coding orientations proved not
to be val id ( for discussion. see especial ly
Bernstein 1990: chapter 3) and they were
withdrawn. This pr incipled move led, per-
haps inevitably, to widespread dismissal of
the coding or ientat ion hypothesis rather
than re-exploration of the specific linguistic
problems. However, the challenge was taken
up by Hasan in work at Macquarie Univer-
si ty in the early 1980s (for discussion of
Hasan's move, see Bernstein, 1990:5; 1996).
Hasan's research extended a proposal by
Hal l iday (1973) to descr ibe meanings avai l -
able to speakers in contexts by writing sem-
antic networks up to a reasonable degree of
delicacy. (There was, of course, no sugges-
tion that meanings could be exhaustively de-
scr ibed.) Such networks are maps of re-
lations between semantic features of systems
from which a speaker can utilize in con-
structing meaning in contexts.

The research environment into which
Hal l iday made this proposal was Bernstein's
early work on maternal control situations
such as ' threat '  and 'punishment ' .  From a
linguistic perspective the problem was to
model the opt ions which could be used by
mothers to control young children's behav-
iour, and their linguistic realizations. The
model had to describe two aspects of the
meaning potential: the range of semantic
options exhaustively up to a specified degree
of delicacy; and the linguistic systems
through which constraints on the choice of
features could be realized. To illustrate
through a small fragment of the descriptive
framework, Halliday proposed a system
comprising either [threatl or [warningl, with
each feature expanded through further sub-
systems. For [threatl the dependent system
comprised either [physical punishmentl or
[mental punishmentl or [restraint on behav-
iour l .  The l inguist ic encoding of these
features was stated precisely in terms of lexi-
cogrammatical realizations: for Iphysical
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punishment] the realization statement was
[clause; action; voluntary (do type): elfective
(two-participant): Goal = you; ftlure tense;
positive; verb from Roget #912 (or 972 and
276) .

Halliday claimed for this network only
that the options and relations between them
were specific to the situation-type. Thus:

The behaviour options are specific to the given so-
cial context, which determines their meaning; for
example, 'threat' in a motherchild control context
has a different significance from 'threat' in an-
other social  context,  such as the operat ion of a
gang. This may affect its realization in language
(1913:19).

Hasan's extension involved two significant
theoret ical  moves: to descr ibe semantic net-
works metafunctionally, and to increase the
range of situation-types able to be explored.
The metafunctional development enabled
an extensive range of meanings to be descri-
bed. which in turn meant that variation in
coding orientation could be explored in
terms of relations betw-een quite large sets of
semantic features. For example, people tal-
king with their children in everyday contexts
ask questions. But do they habitually ask the
same kinds of quest ions? Does the distr ibu-
tion of question-types asked by children re-
late to the distribution of types asked by
their  parents? Does select ion of modal i ty
features covary with question-type? Do pa-
rents usual ly address the point of  quest ions
raised by children? Do they do so typically
in short utterances, or through longer ones?

If the response are longer, what logical re-
lations between units such as clause are typi-
cally selected by speakers? Do selections of
these features relate to social positioning of
speakers? To explore these relations statisti-
cally Hasan and her colleagues used princi-
pal components analyses of variation. For
discussion of the statistical technique and an
example of its use in research on gender dif-
ferences in talk between mothers and 3.5
year-old chi ldren, see Cloran (1989).

Extension of the descriptive range of sem-
antic networks involved three key claims:

i. relationships between claims are always in
practice a matter of relative similarity/differ-
ence. Networks are written to be sufficiently
context-endependent to describe the range of
semantic options within the specific situatron-
types in a corpus;

ii. extensions of the description are likely to pre-
suppose the systems in these networks;
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iii. more specific situation-type descriptrons
might be developed as a partial abstraction
from these networks (Hasan, 1989:62).

To illustrate, Figure 3 presents a fragment of
the network for describing demands for in-
formation used in empirical work by Hasan
(1989),  Hasan and Cloran (1990) and Wil-
l iams (1999, 2001).  The entry condit ion to
each of the metafunctionally organised sys-
tems is the unit message, glossed by Hasan
as' the smal lest semantic unit  that is capable
of realizing an element in the structure of
texts '  (Hasan 1995a).  Messages are typical ly
realized by clause in lexicogrammar. As with
the earlier Halliday proposal, a lexicogram-
matical realization statement is given for
each semantic feature posited. For example,
realization of the feature [demand in-
formationl in Figure 12.3. is given as [major
clause: indicative: interrogative: nonpolar:
wh/ conflated with Adjunct and Circum-
stance of cause why zrFzrSnP]

demand
inlormation -

t25

The outcomes of research using this descrip-
tive framework indicate systematic variation
in the coding orientation of speakers in con-
trasted social positions in the Sydney metro-
politan area, broadly as predicted by Bern-
stein's coding orientation theory. Hasan and
her col leagues recorded 100 hours of casual
conversation between mothers and their 3.5
year-old children in contrasted social lo-
cations and compared it with teachers' talk
with Kindergarten children in the first few
month of formal school ing. Part ic ipants'so-
cial locations were described in terms of the
relative autonomy oJ' an agcnl Io e-rercise
power in the workplace ralher than the more
commonly used criteria of socio-economic
status, education levels or gross family in-
come. These factors may, of course, well be
related to social class differences but they
were regarded as too indirect an indicator of
social positioning for exploration of the po-
ten t ia l  fo r  semant ic  var ia t ion .

l-
prompted. . .

unprompted

circumstance

evenl

actant ....

l- 

explain

-^-:-^ J- 
o'*'t" *l- 

specifv- apprize --+l

I tentative

r{
t -

{t r
t*l' -

L
Fig. 12.3: An excerpt from Hasan's network of choices in making demands for information (Hasan 1989)
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Professional autonomy is regarded as a
relative rather than a fixed feature of an oc-
cupation. The feature gives a cline of rela-
tionship between labour categories rather
than sets of discrete levels of occupations.
For example, a district manager in a govern-
ment bureaucracy may have considerable
autonomy from one perspective, as in mak-
ing local budget decisions, but from another
perspective, as in determining policy on
staffing levels, the same worker has virtually
no autonomy. Nevertheless it can be reason-
ably hypothesised that a social security clerk
would generally have more workplace au-
tonomy in making and transmitting deci-
sions affecting other workers than a building
labourer, but considerably less than a dis-
trict manager in a government bureaucracy.
(For reports of the results with respect to
questions and answers, modes of reasoning
and control strategies, and differential
meaning relations between the higher auton-
omy, lower autonomy and Kindergarten
school groups see for example Hasan, 1989,
1991, 1992.2001; Hasan and Cloran, 1990).

In related research but using a different
corpus, Williams explored meanings typi-
cally exchanged between mothers and four-
year-old children in joint book-reading. He
compared these with exchanges between
teachers and children in the first month of
formal schooling. Results from this research
paralleled findings by Hasan and her col-
leagues, except that the higher autonomy
group practices appeared to be an intensi-
fied form of school practice. Williams inter-
preted this difference as an effect of curricu-
la which have promoted joint book-reading
as a pedagogic strategy both in schools and
in families preparing children for school
entry.  (For discussion, see Wil l iams 1995,
199a, 2001.) For transcripts of the conver-
sations analysed in this research in both
family and school contexts, see Williams
l  996) .

Networks have also recently been used to
describe linguistic levels beyond message by
Cloran (1994; 1999a; 1999b), who proposes
rhetorical unit as a semantic unit intermedi-
ate between text and message, and by Butt to
describe semantic cycles in text. At the con-
textual level, they have been used by Hasan
to explore the structure of field (Hasan,
1999) in work which extends her long-term
exploration of the interface between context
and text as a semantic unit (Hasan, 1978;
1995b; 1996) and which provides a some-
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what different account of generic structure
from that util ized in research outlined in
Section 2. For a very useful overview of re-
lations between SFL theory and descriptive
techniques see Butt  (1996).

4. Future direct ions

Looking ahead, there are a number of key
areas in which functional sociolinguistic re-
search can be expected to prosper. We will
touch on just four of these here.

i. tools - The issue here is the sheer
human cost of manual text analysis while we
wait for interactive workbenches to be devel-
oped that automate and semi-automate the
rich analyses SFL affords. In the past, re-
search into uses of languages has tended to
deploy a wide range of analyses across
relatively few texts, whereas research into
users of languages has typically focussed on
fewer variables across groups of speakers
(see however Hasan, 1989, 1991, 1992.
Hasan and Cloran, 1990; Horvath 1985;
Nesbit t  & Plum 1998; Plum & Cowling
1987: Wil l iams, 1995; 1999; 2001).  The
quicker analysis can be semi/automated, the
sooner this qualitative/quantitative comple-
mentarity can be overcome and negotiate
more productively with research traditions
such as that represented by Biber's multidi-
mensional analysis (Biber & Finnegan
1994). Very significant developments have
recently been achieved in the Meaning-
Making Laboratory Project at Macquarie
University under Christian Matthiessen's
direction. (See especially resources at:
http ://minerva.ling.mq. edu. au/)

ii. sites - To date, funding has tended to
dictate that studies of uses and users of lan-
guage will be of relevance to issues in lan-
guage education, though significant ad-
vances have also been made in semantic
variation theory through grants attracted
during the mid 1980s. In future we can ex-
pect more funding to become available for
research in administrative, medical and
forensic contexts (e. g. Iedema 2000, Jordens
et al .  2001, Gibbons 2003) -  especial ly in
those areas where economic rationalists can
foresee an immediate pay-off in relation to
short term investment. In functional sociol-
inguists new sites have a tendency to impact
directly on theory and description (Martin
1998), especially where interventions in
practice are undertaken. This makes the
politics of research into uses and users of
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language an important theoretical concern.
Within education itself, there have also been
significant developments other than in the
use of genre theory, for example in young
children learning to use functional gram-
matical concepts as abstract resources in the
Vygotskian sense in school literacy work
(for example Williams, 1999b; 2000; in
press). These have a potential to enable
learners to use SFL beyond the initial task
of understanding the expected structure of
texts in key sites, particularly for reflective
purposes (Hasan and Williams, 1996).

ii i. modalities - As noted above, resources
for analysing discourse were expanded in the
90s to include tools for modalities of mean-
ing alongside language, including image,
sound & music, action and most recently
building design. This has opened up the field
of multimodal discourse analysis, with its
focus on the way in which meaning is negoti-
ated among modalities in multimodal
text (Baldry 2000, Cope & Kalantzis 1999,
van Leeuwen & Jewitt 2001, Kress & van
Leeuwen 2001, Kress et al. 2001) - a project
which lends itself to the exploration of the
emerging modes of electronic communi-
cation via CD-ROM and the web.

iv. genesis - Work on language variation,
whether focussed on uses or users of lan-
guage, has always been concerned with
change. Because of its focus on semantic vari-
ation, functional sociolinguistics is in a
strong position to study change across vari-
ous depths of time as a text unfolds (logo-
genesis), as an individual develops (ontogen-
esis) and as a culture evolves (phylogenesis).
The challenge here will be to deepen our
understanding of how it is that the micro-en-
counters of everyday life instantiate our cul-
ture in ways that accommodate both stability
and adaptation. Significant transdisciplinary
conferences involving primatology, archaeol-
ogy, neuroscience and psychiatry have re-
cently been organised by SF linguists, from
which major theoreticaldevelopments can be
expected (Williams and Lukin, in press).

Crucial to the theoretical and empirical
developments outlined above has been Halli-
day's description of English grammar (1994),
which has enabled the concept of realization
to be better understood in the exploration of
language in use. It is the most visible example
of his rearticulation of de Saussure's distinc-
tion between langue and parole as in fact two
sides of the one phenomenon, in one case
language seen from 'a distance' as systems
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of meaning-making resources and, in the

other, language seen 
'up close' as instanti-

ations of those systems as language in use.
This position has assisted researchers to
produce systematic descriptions of language
while, at the same time, building context and
associated aspects of variation into the ac-
count as a descriptive level.
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13. The Geography of Language/Geographie der Sprache

l  The geography oflanguage
2. Historical antecedents
3. Ethnolinguistic geography and

geolinguistics
4. The cartographic representation of l inguistic

data
5. The geography of language functions
6. Geolinguistic atlases and regional

development
7. Language boundary studies
8.  Cul tura l  t ransi t ion zones
9. Geographic information systems and

com puter-a ided mapping
I0 .  Con tex tua l  ana l ys i s
I  l .  The language of  geol inguist ics
12. The institutional context of geolinguistrcs
13.  L i terature (selected)

l .  The geography oflanguage

Geography is the science of distributed phe-
nomena in space and over time. Language
has figured prominently in the work of sev-
eral early Geographers, but it was only in the
1970s that a systematic analysis of language
in its geographic context was developed as
a self-conscious sub-discipline termed Geol-
inguistic.s. By now it has established itself as
a distinct and evolving branch of Human
Geography which reflects the increasing con-
cern of its parent discipline with social prob-
lems, and with devising more appropriate
methodologies for the analysis of contem-
porary issues. This review of the scope and
impact of Geolinguistics extends earlier re-
views and uses a simi lar format to ease com-
parison (Wil l iams, 1988, 1996a).

Geolinguistics has been defined as the
systematic analysis of language in its physi-
cal  and human context.  I t  seeks to i l lumine
the socio-spatial context of language use
and language choice; to measure language
distribution and variety; to identify the demo-
graphic characteristics of language groups
in contact; to chart the dynamism of lan-
guage growth and decline and to account for
the social and environmental factors which
create such dynamism (Wil l iams, 1988, p. 2).
The aims of the American Society of Geol-
inguistics capture this range well when they
argue that their Society seeks 'to assess the
relative practical importance, usefulness and
availability' of different languages from the
economic, psychological ,  pol i t ical  and cul-
tural standpoints of specific speech milieu;

to understand variations in their basic gram-
matical, phonological and lexical structures,
and to measure and map 'their genetic, his-
torical and geographical affil iations and re-
lat ions' .

The terminology of Geolinguistics re-
flects the syncretic nature of Geography,
which is derived from Natural Science, Hu-
manities and Social Science origins. Van der
Merwe (1993, p. 23) has itemised the import-
ant geographical  concepts which are em-
ployed i .e.  ' locat ion, space, place, percep-
t ion, interact ion, competi t ion, central i ty,
regionalism, segmentation, segregation, so-
cial ecology, ethnicity, minority groups, cul-
tural enclaves, institutional structures, and
urbanisation being the most prominent.' To
this we may add culture region, speech com-
munity, ecology of language, cultural transi-
tion zone, zone of language collapse, bilin-
gual belt, heartland-hinterland relations,
core, domain, periphery, urban multil in-
gualism, language frontier and border.

This variety may be reduced to three main
approaches.

Language Distr ibut ion: 'The ident i f ica-
tion of segregation patterns, zones of con-
tact and core areas within a spatial frame-
work of language diversity'

Language Change: 'The identification of
areas of growth and decline amidst the dy-
namic structure of a language in time and
space. '

Language Environment: 'The ident i f ica-
t ion of the physical ,  social ,  histor ical ,  pol i t i -
cal and economic fabric within which the
distribution of and changes in language take
place'  (Van der Merwe, 1993, p.23).

2. Historical antecendents

The historical sources for Geolinguistics are
many and varied The earliest identifiable in-
terest lay in the work of early twentieth cen-
tury European cultural geographers such as
Vidal de la Blache, H. J. Fleure, Jules Gillie-
ron, Edmond Edmont and their successors
such as Aldo Dami, Estyn Evans and E. G.
Bowen. They were concerned with express-
ing the personality and character of unique
regions in Europe by focusing on cultural
markers such as language and religion. They
treated human aspirations and artefacts as a
contingent, but nevertheless integral, part of


